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HOW DOES IT WORK?

  Your customer sets up a standard toll number for the test, which is set 
    to forward to your local toll free conference number.

  The Spearline in-country servers place two calls into your conference.
    One call is to a number local to the physical location of your 
    conference bridge, and the second call is to your customer’s number.

  Once connected, both calls pass access credentials to enter the same 
    conference room.

  Audio is passed between the two calls. This audio is recorded and
    analyzed, and industry standard audio quality scores are generated.

WHAT IS IT?

The Spearline conference call forward test allows you to bring your 
customer’s network into the testing loop. It enables you to replicate 
your customers’ calls into your conference and test all functionality with 
minimal setup. When combined with standard conference testing, this 
allows you to identify where an issue or degradation is occurring, be it on 
your customer’s network or your own.

WHEN IS IT USED?

The conference call forward test is commonly used to troubleshoot 
customer issues where the problem may be intermittent or hard to 
resolve. In many cases, conference companies use it as an optional add-
on in customer agreements or SLAs, offering customers greater visibility 
of the quality of service on offer.

WHAT IS MEASURED

   Connection success or failure.

   Post dial delay (the time between the number      
     being dialled and the call being answered).

   DTMF (touch tone) functionality.

   Availability of conferencing services.

   Audio quality across the whole call, including 
     through your customer’s network.

KEY BENEFITS

   Measure and quantify your customers’ 
     experience when accessing your services.

   See if issues are occurring on your network, 
     your carrier’s or your customer’s.

   Provides data enabling you to make more 
     informed call-routing and carrier-sourcing 
     decisions.
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TEST TYPE

Conference call
forward test.
Tests both your own, and your customers’
conference calls.


